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Lea Bertucci
All That Is Solid Melts Into Air
NNA Tapes DL/MC
New York City composer and woodwind 
improvisor Lea Bertucci turns her hand to 
composing for string instruments. On The 
Cepheid Variations, for cello, viola and tape, 
the strings softly ponder and shift over 
some choice frequencies, while Bertucci’s 
live concrète interjections periodically 
plunge the ritual from gentillesse to chaos. 
Double Bass Crossfade has two wirelessly 
amped double bassists slowly crossing 
paths in a room measuring 50,000 square 
feet with a ten channel speaker system. 
After they pass halfway through the 
performance, what began as a creaky atonal 
jam session becomes a rumbling chimera of 
booming bass strings.

Alessandro Bosetti
Plane/Talea 
Holidays DL/LP
Continuing his experiments in divorcing 
the human voice from its original context, 
Berlin based Italian composer Alessandro 
Bosetti here deals only in tiny fragments of 
wordless vocals. As an inevitable side effect 
of the microscopic voice snippets that make 
up much of Plane/Talea, most of this music 
is restless and jittery, even when the mood 
redirects walls of sound into quieter depths. 
Though Bosetti mostly applies countless 
tiny edits over effects, the voices at times 
resemble other instruments entirely – 
including lap steel towards the end of side 
two. Matmos’s album of washing machine 
sounds begged the question as to just how 
little the source of a sound actually matters 
in the digital age. However, the varying 
degrees of angst, madness and ecstasy 
implicit in these voice snippets would be 
impossible to accurately mechanise.

Chra & Mokuhen
ChMo
Tsuku Boshi DL
The second in a series by French sound 
artist Mokuhen (Laurent Guérel) calls upon 
Austrian musician Chra (aka Christina 
Nemec of Shampoo Boy) to participate in 
an exchange session in search of happy 
accidents. Purportedly working with “no 
established rules”, the duo remotely swap 

the same sheet of sound in a process that’s 
more a series of collisions than a dialogue. 
The sonic tools deployed over ChMo’s 
sprawling pair of 20 minute atmospheres are 
tough to accurately fingerprint, variously 
summoning spaceship airlocks, abandoned 
factories and the vacant cold dead of space. 
Considering it barely shifts from a calm and 
contemplative tone, both sides are engaging 
throughout. 

Philippe Lauzier
DÔME
Small Scale Music DL/MC
DÔME documents an installation work by 
Montreal saxophonist/clarinettist Philippe 
Lauzier. Composed for a specially made 
contraption comprising bells, zithers, a Korg 
and several motors, the music nonetheless 
feels distinctly organic. Quite how Lauzier 
plays the music is tough to discern from the 
recording – the jangling strings and tinkling 
bells sound like they’re being jabbed at by 
motorised ghosts in the machine. For long 
passages all the elements fire at once, 
although the loveliest moment comes at the 
end of “Far Side”, when alarm clocks, bells 
and strings take it in turns in a motorised 
conversation. However they were assembled, 
both 17 minute single takes are surprisingly 
luminescent and joyful. 

No UFO’s
NU Lp For RS
Root Strata LP
Returning with what is purportedly his 
‘proper debut’ LP (2011’s Soft Coast was 
apparently a mere demo tape), No UFO’s 
jettisons the more melodic kosmische-isms 
of his previous work for the snappily titled 
NU Lp For RS. Employing tape machines and 
Foley libraries, Konrad Jandavs creates 
a DIY home video collage filled with cabin 
fever fumblings and analogue uncertainty. 
The album often seems to be playing out like 
a grab bag collage of incidental domestic 
noises. But then Jandavs suddenly 
manipulates the tape, slowing down or 
jump-cutting proceedings joltingly. It’s like 
suddenly discovering you’re watching a film 
within a film, both jarring and laughable. 
Cheeky audio trickery aside, there’s heaps 
of schizo darkness in here, especially on the 
scarred blustery windscapes of “PCM Track 
III” and “Anthropomorphic Cloud Of Smoke”.

Julia Reidy
Dawning On
Slip DL/MC
It’d be tactless to so quickly compare 
Australian 12-string guitarist Julia Reidy’s 
longform minimal workouts to fellow 
countrymen The Necks, but her plaintive 
and occasionally atonal scattered musings 
hold plenty in common with the gentle modes 
Necks pianist Chris Abrahams often sows 
atop that locked groove rhythm section. Side 
one of her solo tape Dawning On is entirely 
taken up with a single half hour piece, during 
which Reidy muses on a series of jarring 
atonal fumblings, overhanging harmonics 
and passages of gritty strumming. Utterly 
devoid of the Americana or Indian classical 
trappings that befall so many solo acoustic 
guitarists, Reidy plays raw and rugged, 

toying primitively with the resonance of her 
12-string. Two more pieces fill out the tape, 
the finale “Upwelling” taking percussive 
strumming to its logical apex before 
disintegrating into a pond of harmonics.

Joshua Sabin
Terminus Drift
Subtext DL/LP
Manipulated field recordings can so 
often only obliquely portray emotion, 
snatching at submerged memories or 
sketching out scenes into which listeners 
insert themselves. But the sounds on 
Terminus Drift straight up gut the listener 
like a sentimental harpoon. The music 
on this album began life as all sorts of 
incidental noises from the urban sprawls 
of Berlin, Tokyo and Kyoto – humming 
subway engines, or sirens and tannoys 
echoing through tunnels – plus some 
electromagnetic field recordings made in 
Glasgow and Edinburgh. Sabin’s treatments 
add hefty melodic punch to the grinding 
strands of sound and, as they were of 
course largely captured in transit, the 
sounds resolutely shuffle their way through 
the stereo field. Rather than the busy or 
overpowering chaos of a bustling urban 
commute, pieces like “Array” or the title 
track hum with a lonely pondering (probably 
much closer to how most of us feel as we 
silently navigate through cities). Elsewhere 
“Vivo Wish” and the 12 minute closer “Eki” 
allow stabs of louder noise to take over. 
Perhaps I’m seeing ghosts in CCTV footage, 
but by augmenting these recordings, Sabin 
translates concrete city sounds into an 
easily penetrable (and rather moving) 
musical language.

Schoolhouse
Buried
Tombed Visions DL/MC
Over a series of cassette releases this 
project by Manchester composer Peter J 
Taylor has mutated from ambient guitar 
music through to electroacoustic inventions 
for laptop, and Buried metamorphoses 
again into a decidedly brutal and noisy form 
of minimal techno. “Visual:Verbal” opens 
deceptively calmly over sub bass tones and 
a digitally gargled voice. Lift off occurs on 
“Lit”, a staggering 13 minute juggernaut of 
bassy throbs and phasing rhythm patterns 
which ultimately disintegrates into a 
gradually cresting Von Oswald vibe that 
carries on through “NoRave”. “Experienced” 
closes the rave heading right into a disco 
ball cosmos of undulating digital strobes. 

Teleplasmiste
Frequency Is The New Ecstasy
House Of Mythology DL/LP
On their debut LP, writer/musician and 
Strange Attractor publisher Mark O 
Pilkington and Michael J York (Coil, The 
Stargazer’s Assistant) spin a brand of 
modern kosmische, deploying contemporary 
and vintage synths alongside some acoustic 
pipes. There’s plenty of variety and varying 
shades across the six lengthy tracks, and 
though no moulds are necessarily broken, 
the pair are operating at the highest 
possible level. Outer space, in fact. 

Tristan Bath on a 
rumbling chimera 
of booming bass 
strings, the cold 
dead of space, 
and a digitally 
gargled voice
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